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CellularCellular response to p-LDR irradiation in X-ray sensitive mutant cell lines 

Abstract t 

Purpose:Purpose: To investigate which DNA repair mechanisms are involved in the cellular response 

too low dose rate (LDR) irradiation and gain insight in the process that is called sublethal 

damagee (SLD) repair. 

MaterialsMaterials and Methods: A panel of hamster cell lines mutated in DNA single strand break 

(ssb)) repair and DNA double strand break (dsb) repair by non homologous end joining 

(NHEJ)) and homologous recombination (HR), or showing an AT-lik e phenotype, was 

irradiatedd in plateau-phase either at high dose rate (HDR: 3.3 Gy/min) or at pulsed low dose 

ratee (p-LDR: average 1 Gy/h). Cell survival was assessed with a clonogenic assay. 

Results:Results: A change in sensitivity when the dose rate was decreased was observed for all 

parentall  cell lines and the DNA ssb repair mutant. No difference in cell survival after p-LDR 

vs.. HDR irradiation was observed for the two NHEJ mutants, the AT-lik e mutant and the HR 

mutant. . 

Conclusion:Conclusion: Single strand break repair appears not to play a role in the dose rate effect. The 

ATT like protein, functional NHEJ and XRCC3 are required for the dose rate effect. 
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Introduction n 

Thee dose rate with which radiation is delivered significantly affects the biological response to 

radiationn especially in sparsely ionizing types of radiation such as X-rays or -rays. Reducing 

thee dose rate decreases the biological effect. This implies that when the dose rate is reduced, 

too obtain the same biological effect, a higher dose has to be administered. 

Mostt studies on the biological effects of LDR were performed in the 196(Ts til l the 1980's. In 

thiss period Bedford and collaborators showed the effect of continuous low dose rate 

irradiationn on a range of mammalian cells and they demonstrated the importance of cell 

proliferation,, cell cycle redistribution and damage repair on the observed effect 

(Hall&Bedford.. 1964. Bcdford&Mitchell, 1973, Mitchell&Bedford, 1977, Mitchell et al., 

1979a,b,c,, Wells&Bedford, 1983). We now know that, as the radiation dose rate is reduced, 

thee irradiation time increases allowing processes like repair, cell cycle redistribution and 

repopulationn to take place during irradiation (Steel, 2002a). These processes give rise to the 

soo called dose rate effect which refers to a change in sensitivity when the dose rate is modified 

(Steel&Peacock,, 2001). Conventional radiation schemes use high dose rate (HDR) irradiation 

whichh takes only minutes to complete and thus the radiation time is too short for these 

processess to take place (Steel&Peacock, 2001). 

Ionizingg radiation causes numerous types of DNA damage including single and double strand 

breakss (SSB and DSB respectively), base damage and DNA-protein crosslinks. This DMA 

damagee is repaired highly efficiently by several distinct DNA repair mechanisms. (Zdzienicka 

1999).. Of all these lesions the DNA dsb is by far the most lethal. If left unrepaired it causes 

celll  death in the first mitosis, and when it is misrepaired it gives rise to chromosomal 

aberrationss which can ultimately lead to malignant transformation (Dewey et al., 1970, 

Frankenbergg et al., 1981. Blocher&Pohlit. 1982. Ward 1994. 1995, reviewed by Soloman et 

at... 1991). There are two major pathways by which dsb's can be repaired, non-homologous 

endd joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR) (Karran.2000, Van Gent et al., 

2001). . 

Thee use of rodent mutant X-ray sensitive cell lines has greatly enhanced the knowledge of the 

cellularr response to radiation. Eleven complementation groups have been established 

identifyingg genes involved in the radiation response. Of these complentation groups, one 

groupp shows defective ssb repair, while three others are involved in homologous 

recombinationn (XRCC2. XRCC3, XRCC11). four groups show reduced DNA dsb repair and 

weree identified to be a part of NHEJ (XRCC4. XRCC5. XRCC6. XRCC7). and 1 group 
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showss AT-like characteristics (XRCC8) (Zdzienicka, 1996, Thacker, 1999, Kraakman-van der 

Zwett et al., 2002). 

DNAA repair plays a major role in the dose rate effect for irradiations which are significantly 

longerr than 15 min (Steel&Peacock, 2001). The type of damage repair which is responsible 

forr the dose rate effect is repair of sublethal damage (SLD) (Steel 2002b). SLD is damage 

whichh can be repaired or accumulated with further dose to become lethal (Elkind&Sutton, 

1960).. SLD is repaired during irradiation or between fractions of low doses HDR. 

Moree and more becomes known about the role of the different DNA repair mechanisms in 

responsee to ionizing radiation. However most of this data is obtained after HDR irradiation. 

Too study DNA repair after low dose rate (LDR) irradiation, we used a panel of Chinese 

hamsterr cell lines which are deficient in ssb repair, NHEJ, HR or show an AT-like phenotype 

andd compared their behavior after HDR and LDR irradiation. Plateau phase cell cultures were 

usedd to minimize the effects of repopulation and cell cycle redistribution. 
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Materialss and Methods 

Celll  lines 

Inn this study five mutant hamster cell lines with the corresponding parental cell lines were 

used.. The characteristics of the cell lines are summarized in Table 1. All cell lines were 

culturedd in F10 medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf s serum, 5 mM glutamine and 50 

u.gg ml Gentamicin in 5 % C02 at 37°C in an incubator. 

Plateauu phase cultures were obtained by plating appropriate numbers of cells into 35 mm 

culturee dishes. Cells were grown to confluency usually with 2-3 days. For HDR and p-LDR 

experimentt all cell lines were irradiated in plateau phase. In addition the irs-lSF cell line was 

irradiatedd in exponentially growing phase. 

Mutantt Parent Description Isolatedd by (ref) 
EM-C111 CH09 XRCC1, defective ssb repair 
irslSFF AA8 XRCC3, Rad51 family, recombinational 

repair r 
XR-V15BB V79B XRCC5, Ku80 mutant, defective dsb 

repairr (NHEJ) 
XR-C11 CH09 XRCC7, DNA-PKcs mutant, defective 

dsbb repair (NHEJ) 
V-C44 V79 XRCC8, AT-lik e mutant 

(Zdzienickaa et al, 1992) 
(Fullerr and Painter, 1988) 

(Zdzienickaa et al., 1988) 

(Erramietal,, 1998) 

(Zdzienickaa et al., 1989) 
Tablee I. Mutant and parental cell lines used in this study. 

Irradiatio n n 

HDRR irradiation and pulsed LDR (p-LDR) irradiations were performed with a Siemens 

Stabiliplann 2 X-ray machine (Siemens. Germany). HDR irradiation were performed at 3.3 

Gyy min. Distance between focus and culture dish was 33.5 cm and a 0.5 mm Cu" - filter was 

used. . 

Forr p-LDR irradiations the pulse dose was 0.1 Gy at 9.16 cGy min. the resting period between 

thee pulses was 4 min 52 s resulting in a mean dose rate of 1 Gy h. Distance between focus and 

culturee dish was 1.60 m and a 1 mm Cu- filter was used. During irradiation cells were kept at 

37°CC in a water bath. A maximum of six 100 mm culture dishes, fifteen 60 mm culture dishes 

orr thirty-six 35 mm culture dishes could be irradiated simultaneously with a 95 "« dose 

homogeneity.. Dose output was checked once a month with a BF-vat detector and a Farmer 

electrometer. . 
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Flowcytometricc analysis of cell cycle distributio n 

Cellss were plated and treated as described above. At the time of radiation, 10 uM 

bromodeoxyuridinee (BrdU) was administered from a lOOx stock. After 2 hours the cells were 

harvested,, fixed in 70% ethanol in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and stored at 20°C until 

immunofluorescentt staining. Ethanol-fixed cells were centrifuged (i min, 2200 rpm), 

resuspendedd in 1 ml pepsin solution {0.4 mg/ml 0.1N HC1) and incubated for 30 min at room 

temperature.. Subsequently, the DNA was denatured by a 30 min incubation in 1 ml 2N HO at 

37°C.. After washing with PBTb (PBS, Tween-20 0.05% v/v, bovine serum albumin (Sigma) 

200 mg/ml, pH 7.4, the pellet was resuspended in 0.1 ml rat anti-BrdU (Harlan Seralab LTD, 

Loughborough,, UK, diluted 1:100 in PBTb) and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. 

Afterr washing with PBTg (PBS, Tween-20 0.005 v/v, normal goat serum (Dako, Glostrup, 

Denmark)) 1% v/v, pH 7.4), the pellet was resuspended in 0.1 fluorescein conjugated goat-

anti-ratt IgG (Jackson, nr 112-015-102, West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA, diluted LlOOin 

PBTg)) and incubated at room temperature in the dark for 30 min. Propidium-iodine and 

ethanoll  were added to an end-concentration of I ug/ml and 30% respectively. Samples were 

storedd at 4°C until flowcytometric analysis. Samples were syringed through a 21 gauge needle 

too reduce cell aggregation before flowcytometry (FACScan cytometer, Becton Dickenson, 

Sann Jose, CA). The distribution of cells over the cell cycle was analyzed with Windows 

Multipl ee Document Interface Flow Cytometry Application (WinMDI) by placing windows 

aroundd G0/G1, S and G2/M populations. 

Clonogenicc Assay 

Celll  survival was determined by clonogenic assay. In brief, at 24 hours after HRD irradiation 

orr directly after p-LDR irradiation cells were trypsinized and replated in appropriate dilutions 

inn six-well culture plates (Costar). Eight days later the colonies were fixed in 6 % 

glutaraldehydee and stained with 0.05 % crystal violet. Colonies of 50 cells or more were 

scoredd as originating from a single clonogenic cell. Plating efficiencies for parental and 

mutantt cell were as followed: CH09 98 %  7, EM-C11 94 %  15, AA8 98%  16, irslSF 

433 %  9, V79B 73%  17, XR-V15B 34 %  16, XR-C1 75 %  28, V79 62%  18 and V-

C44 7 3 %  14. 

Survivingg fractions (S(D)/S(0)) after dose D were calculated and survival curves were 

analyzedd using SPSS statistical software (SPSS 9.01 for Windows, Chicago, Illinois, USA). 

Thee HDR data were fitted by a weighted linear regression according to the LQ formula: 
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S(D)/S(0)=exp-(aD+pD2) ) 

Mostt LDR data were fitted to a weighted pure exponential model using only the linear term: 

S(D)/S(0)=expp -(ctD), however for the CH09 and the EM-C11 the LDR data were fitted to 

thee LQ formula. XR-C1 and XR-V15B survival data were not fitted. 
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Results s 

Celll  cycle distributio n 

Thee doubling times of the hamster mutants used in this study during exponential growth are 

betweenn 9.5 and 22 hours. Since the maximum irradiation time (i.e. 6 hours) comprises a large 

partt of the cell cycle time of these cells, cells were always irradiated in plateau phase, to 

minimizee the effects of repopulation and cell cycle redistribution. Table 2 shows the 

percentagee of cells in S/G0/G1 phase at the start of the irradiation. 

Celll  line 
CH09 9 
EM-C11 1 
XR-C1 1 
AA8 8 
irsl-SF F 
V79B B 
XR-V15B B 
V79 9 
V-C4 4 

G0/G11 (%) 
81.88 4 
83.66  1.6 
84.11 6 
86.22  1.8 
68.99 2 
86.99 5 
72.22 9 
76.22 6 
51.11 2 

SS (%) 
4.88 8 
8.44 2 
33 2 
6.22  1 
9.99 2 
1.33 2 
12.11 9 
10.88  1.1 
26.99  3 

Meanss with standard errors of at least 2 experiments 

Tablee 2. Cell Cycle distributions of mutant cell line at the time of irradiation. 

Celll  survival 

Figuree 1 shows cell survival of the parental and mutants cell lines after HDR and p-LDR 

irradiation.. Table 3 shows the corresponding parameters of the LQ model. It was not possible 

too describe the survival curves of the Ku-80 and DNA-PKcs mutants with the LQ model and 

thereforee no data are given. 

CH09 9 
EMC-11 1 

AA8 8 
irslSF F 

V79B B 
XR-V15B B 

CH09 9 
XR-C1 1 

V79-2 2 
Y-C4 4 

HDRR (a) 
0.1988 4 
0.099  0.09 

0.1933 9 
0.3566 7 

0.066  0.03 
NoNo Fit 

0.1988 = 0.04 
NoNo Fit 

0.1500 = 0.025 
0.599 = 0.05 

HDR(P) ) 
0.0266 5 
0.1222 = 0.02 

0.044  0.004 
0.0466 = 0.013 

0.0277  0.004 
NoNo Fit 

0.0266 = 0.005 
NoNo Fit 

0.0255 = 0.003 
0.022 = 0.01 

LDRR (a) 
0.1699 3 
0.3833 = 0.03 

0.3299 1 
0.7144 = 0.01 

0.1822 9 
NoNo Fit 

0.2755 = 0.02 
NoNo Fit 

0.1744 = 0.012 
0.7755 = 0.021 

LDRR O) 
0.0233  0.004 
0.0322  0.004 

Tablee 3. Linear quadratic parameters for cell survival after HDR and p-LDR irradiation. 
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OO CHO-9 LDR 
 CHO-9 HDR 

OO EM-C11 LDR 
 EM-C11 HDR 

Dose(Gy} } Dosee (Gy) 

I) ) 
OO V79B LDR 

 V79B HDR 
OO XR-V15B LDR 

 XR-V15BHDR 

CHO-99 LDR 
 CHO-9 HDR 

-- -XR-C1 LDR 
»» XR-C1 HDR 

Dosee (Gy) Dosee (Gy) 

V799 LDR 
V799 HDR 
VC-44 LDR 

 VC-4 HDR 

Dosiss (Gy) 

Figuree 1. Cell survival of mutant and parental cell lines alter HDR and p-LDR irradation in plateau phase. 
Pointss represent means with standard errors of at least 3 experiments. A: SSB repair. EM-Clland its parental 
celll  line CH09, B: Homologous Recombination. irslSF and its parental cell line AAS. C: NHEJ. XR-V15B and 
itss parental cell line V79B, D: NHEJ, XR-C1 and its parental cell line CH09 and E: AT-like. V-C4 and its 
parentall  cell line V79. 
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Thee dose modifying factors determined at the 10 % survival level after HDR irradiation for 

thee different mutant/parent couples were 1.5 for EM-C11/CH09, 1.3 for irslSF/AA8, 2.3 for 

V-C4/V79.. 3.8 for XR-CT/CH09 and 4.4 for XR-V15B/V79B. 

Noo differences between LDR and HDR are observed for the AT-lik e mutant V-C4. the HR 

mutantt irslSF, the Ku80 mutant XR-V15B, the DNA-PK.cs mutant XR-C1, while for the 

parentall  cell lines a dose rate effect is observed. For the ssb repair mutant EM-C11 and its 

parentall  cell line a dose rate effect is observed. 

Somee of the mutants LDR survival curves lie below the HDR survival curves in the initial 

partt (0-4 Gy dose range) of the curves (see figure 1). As there is no significant difference 

betweenn HDR and p-LDR irradiation for the individual survival points, this is mostly due to 

thee fitting of the survival curves to the different experimental models. In one case, the irslSF 

mutant,, the LDR curve seems to be more sensitive; here the differences in time allowed for 

potentiallyy lethal damage repair may play a role. After HDR irradiation cells were allowed 24 

hourss to repair before plating while after p-LDR irradiation cells were plated immediately and 

thuss had less time to repair potentially lethal damage. 

Forr all cell lines except the irslSF, no significant differences in radiosensitivity between 

exponentiallyy growing and plateau phase cells were observed (data not shown), this in spite 

thee significant differences in cell cycle distribution at the time of irradiation. The sensitivity 

off  irslSF cells in plateau phase for HDR irradiation was significantly (p < 0.001) different 

thann the sensitivity of the cells in exponential growth phase as shown in figure 2. In log phase 

irslSFF is a factor 2.5 more sensitive than in plateau phase. 

1.000 0 
 Log 
 Plateau 

22 4 6 

Dosee (Gy) 

Figuree 2. Cell survival of the HR mutant irslSF in log phase and plateau phase after HDR irradiation. Points 
representt means with standard errors of at least 3 experiments. 
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Discussion n 

AA change in sensitivity when the dose rate was decreased was observed for all parental cell 

liness and the DNA ssb mutant EM-C11. For all cell lines exhibiting this dose rate effect, the 

effectt was only observed above 4 Gy p-LDR. Below 4 Gy no differences could be observed 

betweenn HDR irradiation and p-LDR irradiation. 

Thee NHEJ mutants are the most radiosensitive cell lines used in this study. Their dose 

modifyingg factors are much higher (DMF (DNA-pkcs mutant) = 3.8, DMF (Ku80) = 4.4) than 

inn the other cell lines {DMF 1.5-2.75). 

Bothh after HDR and LDR irradiation, the Ku80 mutant (XR-V15B) exhibits its characteristic 

bi-phasicc survival curve first described by Zdzienicka et al. (1988). This biphasic survival 

curvee is a characteristic of the XRCC5 complementation group and it thought to be the result 

off  transient hemi-methylation of the mutated gene as described by Denekamp et al. (1989) 

andd Iliakis&Okayasu (1990). 

Forr the Ku80 and the DNA-PKcs mutants (XR-V15B and XR-C1) no dose rate effect was 

observedd which suggest a defect in SLD repair. This is in agreement with several previously 

reportedd studies on the xrs cell lines (Ku80 mutants) (Nagasawa et al., 1989, Whitmore et al., 

1989,, Thacker&Stretch, 1985) and the irs-20 mutant (DNA-PKcs mutants) (Stackhouse 

&Bedford,, 1993). 

Bothh Ku80 and DNA-PKcs are members of the non-homologous endjoining pathway (Jeggo, 

1998)) This dsb repair mechanism plays an important role in the repair of DNA damage after 

ionizingg radiation. The absence of a change in radiosensitivity after the reduction of the dose 

rate,, in the DNA dsb repair (NHEJ) mutants suggests that this system plays an important role 

inn sublethal damage repair and the generation of the dose rate effect. 

Thee DNA ssb repair deficient EM-C11 exhibits a dose rate effect just like its parental cell line 

whichh indicates that these cell lines have normal SLD repair. Our results on the EM-Cll 

mutantt are in agreement with the previously reported results on EM9, another XRCC1 

mutant.. This mutant was shown to exhibit normal sublethal damage repair in split-dose 

recoveryy experiments (Van Ankeren et al., 1988, Schwartz et al., 1987). Since this mutant 

showss normal sublethal damage repair in split dose recovery and a normal dose rate effect as 

shownn here, it can be concluded that ssb repair is not essential for the dose rate effect. 

Thee absence of a dose rate effect in the AT-likc mutant concurs with previously described 

resultss by Thacker and Wilkinson (1995). In the irs2 mutant another member of the XRRC8 
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complementationn group, no cellular recovery was observed when the dose rate was reduced. 

Thiss indicates that the AT-lik e protein is essential for sublethal damage repair. 

Thee XRCC3, irslSF mutant which is impaired in homologous recombination shows no 

changee in sensitivity when the dose rate is reduced. In contrast it was previously reported that 

thee XRCC2 mutant irsl showed considerable recovery potential when the dose rate was 

decreasedd (Thacker&Wilkinson, 1995). Both XRCC2 and XRCC3 are part of the Rad51 

familyy (Cui et al., 1999) and play a role in the repair of DNA dsb by homologous 

recombination.. It is striking that in this study XRCC3 is found to be necessary for the dose 

ratee effect while XRCC2 appears not to play a role. Another possible explanation for this 

observationn could be found in the difference in repair kinetics of both mutants; i.e. the dose 

ratee in our study could be too high or the time between the pulsed too short to allow repair to 

occurr in the irslSF. 

Nextt to the NHEJ mechanism HR is thought to be the second repair mechanism involved in 

thee repair of dsb. The fact that in our study no dose rate effect is observed in the mutants 

whichh are involved in the repair of DNA dsb's indicates that SLD repair is absent in these 

mutants. . 

Thee HR mutant irslSF exhibited different radiosensitivity after HDR irradiation in 

exponentiall  growth phase and plateau phase, while no change in radiosensitivity was observed 

forr the other cell lines. In plateau phase irslSF is a factor 2.5 times more radioresistant. This 

iss in concurrence with the assumption that HR is cell cycle dependent and is preferentially 

usedd in late S-G2 phase when chromosomes are close to each other (Takata et al., 1998). In 

thee plateau phase the S, M and G2 phase are greatly reduced and the Gl phase is most 

abundant.. It has been reported that in the Gl/early S phase and G2 the activity of the DNA-

PKK complex involved in NHEJ peaks (Lee et al., 1997). It is very likely that the difference in 

radiosensitivityy between log and plateau phase in the irslSF cells should be attributed to 

repairr by the NHEJ pathway in the Gl phase which is not disrupted in this mutant. In this 

studyy cell survival after irradiation in plateau phase mutant cells is not the same as in the 

parentall  cell line, as would be expected if HR is only functional in the S-phase of the cell 

cycle.. Two plausible explanations exist for this observation: 1. the small population of S-

phasee cells still present in the plateau phase cultures 'contaminate' the population resulting in 

aa more radiosensitive survival curve than expected. 2. HR also takes place outside the S-phase 

butbut at a greatly diminished rate. 

Summarizing,, in this study we show that cells mutated in DNA ssb repair have normal SLD 

repairr after p-LDR irradiation, while the mutants involved in DNA dsb repair or exhibiting an 
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AT-lik ee mutation show no SLD repair, thus resulting in an absence of a dose rate effect after 

p-LDRR irradiation. In this study we have demonstrated that NHEJ. the XRCC3 protein of HR 

pathwayy and the AT like protein, are necessary for the dose rate effect. Single strand break 

repairr probably only plays a minor role. 
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